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To lead the leaderboards of air battles War Thunder does not mean a feat. The sky is full of virtual red barons who are seemingly impossible to keep up with and even harder to escape. The prospect of challenging these air aces rather than just trying to avoid their sinister when you are just starting out in one of the game's best plane. Prefer your fight on the
ground? Check out the best tank games on PC. While realistic penetration and ballistic mechanics are not much different from War Thunder's Ground Forces, the increased speed and maneuverability make aerial combat a completely different perspective. In addition, there is no way to direct the action to the main points of contention, which means that the
battle can quickly develop into a terrible haze of flaming debris, bullets, and sometimes - very occasionally - still flying, undamaged aircraft. Being that pristine plane is your goal. That's your guide. Not getting fancy for many novice pilots, victory is synonymous with outlandish maneuvers and deadly acrobatics. Looking out of the cockpit as the battle rages
around you, it's easy to fool yourself into thinking that the endless loop chain loops you're performing are in some way beneficial to you or your team. No. Stop it. While most of these maneuvers have a target in War Thunder, you won't know how best to use them early on in your fighter pilot career. You'll earn more kills by keeping things simple than you will
be, paying homage to your favorite scenes from Top Gun. Fly straight, learn how to handle your plane and take on easy targets while you are comfortable on the stick. FYI, barrel rolls are used to quickly slow your plane down by performing one not to bestow superpowers on you or your plane. Get to know your plane Play to your strengths, avoid your
weaknesses. In War Thunder stats and attributes of your plan are just as important as your ability to control it. Conversely, using a heavy fighter is all about keeping your energy running; lose momentum because you have turned with your goal and you find yourself in a very difficult situation. Spend a lot of time between matches combing your plane's stats in
the hangar, and you'll soon be able to determine whether you can perform an aerial ballet or have to stick to collecting goals from cloud safety. Avoid the head-ons This may seem like obvious advice, but you'll be surprised at the number of pilots who get themselves tempted to head on to a shootout. Even if you're fast enough to duck out a fiery collision,
chances are one of you emerging in better shape than the other is slim at best. So when you see a plane, you go straight at you, don't take it as some kind of gentleman's fight where victory can only be determined Intervention. Manage immediately or or or both will die. Fire with extreme prejudices Planes in the Thunder War have limited ammunition and
long cooling times, making choosing the right moment for fire crucial for any pilot wanting to last the duration of the match. On top of this, your plane's guns are virtually useless at more than 500 m, and shooting for long spells will only reward you with greatly reduced accuracy. In most cases, all it takes to shoot down an enemy fighter is a couple of two
seconds of bursts of machine guns. Choosing slow targets and getting a solid run at them rather than a quick shot will make eliminating them much easier and preventing you from getting locked up in long, drawn-out dogfights. Boom and increase tactics that are best used by heavy fighters, boom and zoom is the main strategy of any experienced War
Thunder pilot. The basic mechanics of this tactic are simple: climb to a higher altitude, dive at the enemy below you, use the speed gained during the dive to catch up with your target, take them down and climb back into the sky before losing more energy. In heavy fighters that can't turn the fight, boom and zoom tactics are the most effective means of
shelving kills. Staying predominantly at high altitudes will keep you safe from the air melee dogfighters below, giving you plenty of time to pick targets and pick them up. It is a strategy that requires restraint and patience, but one that is deadly when used correctly. Watching your six Being Observant will save your life in War Thunder. A good pilot is not
someone who manages to shake off the enemy's tail, it is the one who never picks up the tail in the first place. Checking what's around you - especially above you - costs you in good condition to view and evade any enemies wanting to line up an attacker to work for you. Situational awareness will also pay dividends when it comes to attack. Knowing where
the bulk of your team provides you with a good outlet you have to find yourself under fire and need some help. Similarly, keeping an eye on distracted enemies provides you with a good source of easy kills. Master Split S Apart from the fact that you'll sound the part telling others you've just performed a Split S, this maneuver is perfect for losing your tail or
finding yourself on six opponents. In essence, Split S trades the height for speed and change of direction, allowing you to suddenly move in the opposite direction to either evade or attack the enemy. The execution is simple: perform a half turn so that you are upside down and then enter half the cycle, so that you fly parallel to the ground below you. Using this
turn on the enemy that moves in the opposite direction below you give you the perfect run on them. Conversely, performing Split S when you tail will give acceleration and directions that may allow you to turn the tables on your pursuer. Know that your enemy sifting through each stat on your own plane is only part of the process. Just like Practically to know
what your strengths and weaknesses are, it is also useful to know who to watch out for in the sky and who will be easy prey. Invest some time in researching any aircraft you have found particularly troublesome before and you can identify their pitfalls in order to gain an advantage the next time you meet. For example: It 112 boasts an impressive array of
guns that make them deadly in dogfights, but their poor turn renders them useless when a rival biplane or light fighter. Use your teammates Even in the hottest dog fights, the player can always find safety by seeking refuge among his teammates. While the results are not as tangible as in the ground troop game, heading to group friendly matches is an easy
way of flicking off any pursuers. Bonus points for helping friendly fighters is reason enough for most to give chase, and the fact that their goal is already distracted usually means quick killing too. Also, it's never a bad idea to keep near at least one friendly as you never know when you might need each other. Farm ground targets If you just want to climb the
tiers and advance through a hundred or so planes in War Thunder, farming kills from scripted ground units is a good way to go. With some games contested for the number of ground units remaining for each side, heading into the battle to hunt for AA and armored convoys will also provide momentum for your team's goal. Points can be used to experiment
with different planes and earn upgrades, so you can get a better idea of what research path you hope to follow. Who should spend hours honing their piloting skills when they can just farm the best plane in the tier and start learning there. Welcome to War Thunder Tank Battle Mode! This guide will help get the player to his feet in trying out the Thunder War
tank war. Getting started in War Thunder The purpose of this section is to get the player adequately prepared in the jumping in the Battle of the Thunder War tank, ranging from the choice of the nation to joining the fight. Choosing a nation with seven countries in the game according to Update 1.85 Supersonic, there are many starting points to choose from for
a Thunder War tank career. These descriptions will cover first impressions of each country and trends in the characteristics of the tank as the player progresses in the technology of the tree. Note that these are very general descriptions of tree technologies and that individual vehicles present in each country may have their own characteristics that may differ
from trends. USA: Starter American tanks have a good combination of mobility and protection in their overall design, combined with fast-firing guns to do a good job Enemy. This mixture of characteristics makes tanks very versatile in their combat performance when used properly. The good mobility of American tanks allows them to take advantage against
enemy routes, with their their allowing them to penetrate enemies with ease. The armor is also good with the average amount throughout the body; Although not thick enough to withstand a full-blown hit, they could provide some lucky ricochets from poorly angled incoming shots. Tech Tree Trends: American launch tanks epitomize the rest of the American
technology tree with mediocrity, which gives each tank a balance of firepower, mobility and protection. However, it also means that against enemies that are more targeted at specific traits, American tanks will do badly against. One common advantage in American tanks is the presence of a stabilizer gun that allows the gun to lie down more easily during slow
movements or when stopping. While the rank of I-III American tanks is generally good against their counterparts, tanks are slowly starting to lag behind in tank lines in rank IV, as the medium-sized tank cannot easily compete in a face-to-face fight against a common enemy. However, more specialized ends such as light and heavy tanks are starting to shine
in the spotlight however, as they bring better mobility and firepower to matches respectively. In the rank of V and beyond, medium tanks catch up and bring out the incarnation of the Cold War's main battle tanks on the battlefield. Tank destroyers in the American tree are quite unique in comparison with other nations, as they are primarily tower structures.
Most U.S. tank destroyers rely on mobility for the sake of their firepower and certainly have armor considerations of the latter, so careful positioning is always important to keep the efforts of the tank destroyer on the battlefield. All these special mentions, however, go out the window with the Rang v T28/T95 casemate tank destroyer, which is an armored
projectile with a gun sticking out that moves at the snail's pace, so keep in mind, so this radical shift in game style doesn't surprise you. The anti-aircraft vehicles in the American tree are quite short on the first only barely armored semi-currents bearing machine guns, although they make up with the saturation of fire to nullify the planes. This progresses a bit in
the Grade III-IV with a tank chassis with a 40mm Bofors cannon that can down planes more reliably but is still exposed to the tank crew and a small amount of ammunition for prolonged firing. The surface capabilities are exponentially elevated to the V-VI rank with the M163 and M247, providing heavy fire on the target. Germany There are other things to
consider about the German tree, besides these fancy tiger tanks in the grade III-IV, to keep horses. Starters: Starting tanks for Germany are characterized by high mobility, decent firepower and questionable armor protection. Most German cars at this early stage are pretty fast because of their light weight and engine power. Weapons range from quite
destructive 37mm guns to high-speed However, the armor in these tanks is often minimal and sometimes even thinner, especially on the sides. Thus, early German tanks must their mobility to establish a favorable position and then rely on their guns to defeat the enemy. However, the cannon also lacks a comfortable amount of long-range power penetration,
so there may be more than a few times German tanks will have to wait for the enemy to get close to penetrating the shot. All this combined with armor sub-par means that German tanks trap the initiative to prevent the enemy from firing back. Technological tree trends: By snowing up tree technologies in Rank II and III, German tanks are starting to catch up
sharply with firepower, with armor improving as well. Firepower is enhanced by longer guns that currently provide more than enough energy against enemy armor even at range. Armor is amplified a little little with each version of the Tank III and IV, but enemy guns can also deal with this armor easily, so they are just proof against previous enemies. Mobility
takes a short drop as the engine power remains the same while the tank's weight increases. All of this is limited to the introduction of new tanks such as the infamous Panther and Tiger tanks in rank III and IV. These two tanks expand the potential of German tanks with better firepower, armor and mobility; with Tiger tanks providing much more of the first two.
However, these tanks also bring higher combat ratings to matchmaking, so players should be careful in instantly jumping into BR 5.7 Tiger I tanks when the rest of the lineup consists of only BR 3.3 Panzer IIIs (Read the Matchmaker section for more details). After the 4th rank, German tanks split sharply in the extremes of construction. One side is ultra-heavy
tanks such as the Mouse Tank, which brings all 188 tons of armor into battle with good gun and poor mobility. The other side puts all its chips in mobility and firepower with a medium tank such as leopards, being able to outpace enemies with a cannon able to destroy from miles away. This trend continues until The Leopard 2A4 at the (current) end of the
tree, with great extremes in firepower, mobility and protection. There are also several scout vehicles in this top rank that also bring good firepower to the table with their mobility. Tank destroyers for Germany are also divided into two design philosophies. One is a lightweight open-top vehicle with a huge pistol that often brings a gun from the next rank to the
current that is absolutely devastated by enemies like Sturer Emile. Another attached is an armored casemate design that offer decent impressive front armor, although a pistol that is modern with those in the same rank. As the ranges go up however, the armor will become much thicker, as seen going from the StuG series of tank destroyers to The Jagdtiger.
German anti-aircraft guns have nothing to do all bring impressive opportunities to bring down enemy aircraft. However, from the rank of I-II, the location of the crew is very vulnerable and can be quickly knocked out with an airstrike or a nearby artillery shell. From the third rank, all German anti-aircraft vehicles keep the crew in a semi- and fully protected
position, while the machine bristling with rapid-fire cannons is able to track and shoot down enemy aircraft. USSR Starters: Early Soviet tanks are defined by dim armor, but good gun penetration and good shooting speed. These tanks are easy to penetrate and quickly destroyed. When playing, these tanks try to stay in the second rank or on the flanks. Sniper
is also an option with them because the guns fire at relatively high speeds. Don't forget to seek cover when the enemy starts shooting at you, as you will not survive many hits. These tanks are powerful weapons in the right hands, capable of selecting targets of importance and sending them quickly - however, you need to remember your surroundings, as the
only defense of the early tanks of the USSR is a natural cover or distance. Technology Tree Trends: Several trends make Soviet tanks stand out compared to their peers: heavily sloping hull armor and minute-long guns depression. Behind the starting tanks at BR No.3.0 in rank II, access to the famous T-34 tanks will show a strong angular sloping armor not
only on the front armor, but also on the sides and behind. This can be a scourge against enemies with poor shot placement and/or weaker guns. However, design compromises in Soviet designs that reduce their overall profile on the battlefield also cause the gun depression in the tower to be pretty poor, with the average depression angle being just 5
degrees. Thus, many conventional tank tactics such as hull down positions and exploiting terrain (such as hills) are complicated by the lack of gun depression. However, Rank II is characterized by a large armored corps with heavy KV-1 tanks and medium-sized T-34 tanks, with the tower being the main weak spot on these tanks. By Rank III, more powerful
weapons such as 85 mm are available, which can make many tanks work short, but the presence of more powerful enemy tanks, while Russian tanks still use the same armor as Rank II, means that enemies will have an easier time knocking out Russian tanks. Even in the fourth rank, which has improved tank armor, as seen from the T-44 and IS-2 tanks,
stronger enemy guns could do the short operation of the hull, and even weaker could penetrate the tower. By rank IV as well, the Soviet tree also has a great variety in the types of vehicles that can be used, with light, amphibian, scout vehicles such as PT-76B, BMP-1, and Object 906; heavily armored tanks such as IS-3 and T-10M; and medium tanks.
Medium tanks are beginning to dominate the Soviet-style game by rank VI, as the introduction of major battle tanks such as the T-64 and T-80B set the score on top. Soviet tank destroyers are characterized by early weak but heavily artillery platforms such as the SIS-30. It's soon peters in rank III III armored case comrades either with a respectable gun or
with a massive gun, as can be seen from a series of SU-85 tank destroyers to the Su-152 pump. While several more lightly armored open-top tank destroyers exist in the Rank IV, the solid casemate armored structures remain prominent in the Soviet technical tree. The anti-aircraft vehicles on the Soviet tree are all pretty poor in their ability to protect the crew,
as each anti-aircraft vehicle up to the IV rank is built from the chassis of the truck; and even up to the rank V with the SSU-57-2, the compartment of the crew is exposed. Although rank I is quite low power with fairly anemic machine guns and shooting speeds available, automatic guns become real and available by Rank II, which could add up an impressive
fire to destroy the aircraft, ensuring the aircraft does not strafe and knock out the crew in attack run. Britain Starters: Early British tanks are determined by speed and adequate firepower. The use of cruiser tanks allows the British to have some of the fastest introductory tanks available in the game, the second BT tanks of the USSR. Armor on cruiser tanks is
at least to keep the speed, but will improve as you move down the rank. Unlocking the middle Valentin tank will also help in the armor, albeit at the cost of speed. The British all have a very high impact exit with their big, fast-fire guns. Tech Tree Trends: Past title II combat rating 3.0, Brits are burdened with only solid shot rounds for their weapons, meaning
that there are no explosive fillers to enhance post-penetration damage on enemy vehicles, requiring you to aim at enemy critical components. Early British tanks are also saddled with defunct reverse speeds, especially in the Cromwell chassis. British tanks up the Rank II and III lines divide their tank designs into two types, a cruiser and an infantry tank, which
are characterized in War Thunder as light/medium and heavy tanks respectively. Thus, fast tanks such as Cromwell work together with heavily armored ones such as Churchill's tanks. In Rank III, while the armor of the infantry tank proves to be much more substantial than its peers, cruiser tanks begin to expand their firepower with the famous 17-pound
cannon. While still shooting a solid shot, the gun can penetrate most, if not all, of the armor of its peers. By Rank IV, the concept of infantry tank disappears as more flexible medium tanks in the form of centurions become the predominant British tank to rank V, with several heavy tanks as the Conqueror supporting its defense. By Rank VI, the British revolve
around the chieftain and Challenger tanks for their duties, using the warrior for reconnaissance tasks. British tank destroyers occupy the odd niche supply of much-needed firepower, but in many different manners, forcing you to change tactics and adapt to designs swaps such as the odd 3 inch Gun Carrier, Rear Archer, Mobile Achilles and Avenger,
Shoot'n'scoot Charioteer Mk VII, VII, armored tortoise, big blow slinging FV4005 and so on. So it's hard to establish any trend they are setting other than giving more guns to the average British line-up. By Rank VI, though, tank destroyers primarily focus on missile launch systems. The surface-to-air vehicles in the British tree often dim in firepower, previously
those relying on either regular machine guns or large .50 caliber ones before moving to more reliable auto-channels. However, in rank II, all British anti-aircraft crews are adequately protected from enemy fire, which allows for closer protection of combat groups. Japan Starters: Early Japanese tanks tend to have light frames but decent maneuverability. Their
weapons have a terrible penetration, but the shells have good explosive content. The only exception is the excellent Truck Rank I mounted anti-aircraft gun. Tracked artillery cannon is also destructive at medium range. Tech Tree Trends: Moving up to Grade II shows almost no change in trend from starter, with light armor and decent maneuverability
attached to pretty anemic guns. However, at the end of the second rank, the Chi-Nu car begins to solve the problem of firepower with a larger and powerful 75 mm gun. This continues in Rank III, where armor really takes a setback as even more 75 mm becomes a go-to gun for the Japanese tree, while mobility slowly stretches down to the bulky Chi-Ri II. By
the rank of the IV year, armor takes a back seat while firepower and mobility becomes the main focus of addition. By rank V, a new mechanic called Hydropneumatic suspension allows more flexibility in positioning Japanese tanks to ambush enemies from places that are unorthodox in tanks placing. Only after reaching the top tank, the main battle tank type
90, will the balance be reached to the limb of firepower, mobility and protection. To add to this, the Type 90 also has one of the highest penetrating sabotage rounds in the game, meaning while traveling to the top can be difficult, it can be quite useful with a powerful vehicle and a huge stock of gaming skills. Japanese tank destroyers are highlighted by light
armor and heavy artillery wounds, each of which is more than capable of destroying competitors on the battlefield. The exceptions are the Ho-Ri types that trade mobility for a larger set of armor, encapsulating the crew and modules. The surface-to-air vehicles are quite capable, with each of them equipped with auto-candons to hit down enemy aircraft.
However, the crew is always exposed in all versions except the top-rated Type 87 SPAA. Italy Starters: Early Italian tanks have a good emphasis on firepower, sub-par armor, but pretty lacking Different 47 mm cannons give good penetration and damage, which can give the Italians a good advantage on the range. Armor is often on average thick, but have
huge huge angular plates that can be easily penetrated even when the tank itself is at an angle. The low power of the engine seems to be only able to drag the tank to its firing position. Some of the early Italian tank destroyers rely on stealth to attack opponents, not and have almost no armor, but are very small. This gives them an advantage in realistic
combat mode. Another important half of the Italian tank tree revolves around wheeled armored vehicles. While the armored vehicle option is very fast on the roads compared to tanks and more viable for mobility, the expense is extremely thin armor, which allows even machine-gun cartridges to penetrate it in the right conditions. A clever style of play will be
needed when launching the Italians, and players should keep an eye on which tanks are useful in what situation and in what mode of play. One thing that remains unique to most early Italian tanks is their upgraded high-normalized APHE shell, which give them an advantage over long distances compared to other factions that use similar APHE shells,
although at point-blank range these projectiles are no better than conventional ones. Trends Tech Tree: The main trend in the tree is that at every rank the Italians imitate the most memorable and powerful tank design rank in one of its branches, mostly complemented by American Rank III tanks and Semovente casemate tank destroyers along the way, so
that its trends are more rank related than industry related. This is also followed by the trend of Italian wood jumping through the entire combat rating, as there are not many Italian tanks available to fill the technology tree. Italians also do not have heavy tanks, and rarely bring tanks that have more armor than is considered average at best for a period of time.
Some of these vehicles can even be destroyed by a fighter. For this reason, they always bring around a self-propelled anti-aircraft gun that uses absurdly high-speed firing or quad-core cannon composition. These SPAAs are also usually capable of dealing with tanks of their combat rating. For example, in Rank II, Italy basically resembles Germany's tech
tree and gets to use a 90/53 M41M, which mimics the defensive and offensive properties of the infamous 8.8 cm Flak 37 Sfl., except it is present on a much lower combat rating and can reliably sneak around, on top, having an extremely powerful pistol. Helped by the P40, which is a decent medium tank and a four-barrel modification of the M42 Since Rank
III, the Italians are beginning to rely mainly on stealth and speed in any of their own designs. In rank, the Italian tree gets its iconic armored vehicle design in the form of R3 T20 FA-HS SPAA. You will see this car design, ironically called the players lunchbox, a lot. It will carry a lot of weapons, from four machine guns to recoilless rifles, to real tank towers.
Normally, it can be destroyed even 7.62 mm machine guns from the rear, and 12.7 mm machine guns in front, but it is very fast on the roads, very small, and can usually can body down position, even in arcade mode. Rank III Italians are beginning to use American medium tanks, albeit with increased firepower with a better gun. The branch of the tank
destroyer Semovente is pretty south of par, but it turns out useful when it is used as an ambush tank, slowly becoming better armor and ammunition as the tree progresses. In the fourth quarter. it is replaced by the American design of the M36B1. Rank IV also removes the open SPG tree and turns it into a light tank tree, using wheeled cars with recoilless
rifles and turrets mounted on top of them, similar to the open light of the SPG rank. In the V rank, combat rating 8.0, Italy finally stands back and starts to get tanks that feel more unique, featuring the infamous Centauro wheeled tank and the average OF-40 tank. They also use the SIDAM 25 and M113A1 (TOW) based on the American chassis to provide
support. From now on, Italy basically gets more of the same, but excellent weapons and ammunition if possible. The only exception is Rank VI, where OTOMATIC, based on the OF-40 chassis, is introduced as a SPAA that is not only capable of defeating an entire squadron of pilots on its own, but is also capable of defeating the actual average tank
detachment with APDSFS. France starters: Early French tanks are defined by extremely lackluster firepower, but excellent armor. Even the highest penetrating shells on reserve tanks cannot use most tanks of their level from the front. Armor, however, is a pretty tough nut to crack. Mobility is usually average or sub-par. The main exceptions are the P.7.T AA,
an anti-aircraft armed tractor, and the AMR.35 T3, a light, manoeuvrable tank destroyer. Tech Tree Trends: The Grade II trends are closer to an even balance in tank lines, although firepower still requires catching up. Some U.S. vehicles such as the M4A1 and M10 are available in addition to the odd French tanks. Once the Grade III roll, firepower has been
improved with many high-speed 75mm guns available for all types of tanks. However, the emphasis on armor begins to decline in the face of opponents of the rank. Rank IV presents some of the most popular French tank games such as Lorraine and the AMX tank series. These tanks have armor that is quite thin even among their peers, but boast of high
mobility and heavy firepower, allowing them to use the enemy's weaknesses to get around them in places they don't expect. This trend persists in any direction up to Rank VI, where armor may not be heavily relied on, but firepower and mobility can be. However, the French are generally disadvantaged in the higher battles due to the lack of gun stabilizers, so
keep this in mind when fighting in the war movement. Tank destroyers in French are a mixture of casemates and tower designs, although the overall trend is always in firepower and mobility; Only with the tower ARL-44 having a decent amount of armor to stand on a note with the enemy. Anti-aircraft cars for the French is missing, with only four available
vehicles in this role as the 1.85 upgrade. The first two are typical trucks with guns mounted on them, but the last two AMX designs provide powerful cannons to fight aircraft as well as radars for easier targets and destroy enemy air threats. Preparing for the first match Before launching the first tank match, it is recommended for all players to play in the tutorial
section of the game to familiarize themselves with tank control and damage to the mechanics of the game. To enter the tutorial-shaped menu, go to battles in the top left corner between the cog icon and the Community. There should be a drop menu, with Tutorials appearing fourth on top. From there, textbooks called Tank Management Foundation and Tank
Artillery must be completed, with a bonus in currency added after completion. Now it's time to choose the game mode for the match. For any beginners, Arcade Mode is recommended as there will be no help markers available for shell trajectory and penetration indication, which helps new players understand where their shots will go at long range, and what
tanks they could handle. As the experience is earned while playing the game, the player can choose between realistic or simulator battles for their ongoing gameplay experience. Once the mode is set, click the big, orange To Battle! button to join the queue for the match to be made! For more information on tank modes, click here! Fight in the first match Once
the match has been selected, the card and goal will be laid out for the player. The first thing encountered when joining the match vehicle and ammunition is the choice screen, with the choice of vehicle made on top and ammunition made in the center. The next thing you need to take note of is the battlefield map on the right side, where diamond symbols with
letters on it will be identified, these are the main targets of any War Thunder tank battle. Most of the goals in the game rely on capturing and controlling strategic points, with a game mode called Conquest or Domination depending on the number of capture points available. These points are captured simply by driving into the border area of the circle with the
enemy removed from it. However, the ease of capturing these points prevents the terrain of each map and enemies from shooting. To solve this problem, start planning the route to the target point with the mini-map provided, and then select the right ammunition to complete the task. The best penetrating ammo is not necessarily the best round to deal with in
Thunder War, since other factors such as round type (AP, APCBC, etc.), angle attack effect, and explosive filler should be considered as well. Although APCR ammunition may have a large amount of upclose penetration potential, they are poor on long-range battles, against non-flat armored plates, and have minor damage after For more information on the
type of ammunition, see when choosing the type of ammunition and numbers The rule of thumb is not to bring all available ammunition into battle as they increase the presence of ammunition racks in the tank, which, upon impact, can explode and instantly destroy the tank. Once these considerations are taken into account, press any of the orange To Battle
buttons!; Big in the bottom right corner or those above the vehicle icon (or double click on the vehicle icon) to spawn in the fight! Now that the tank is finally track-on-the-ground and ready to rumble, one thing to keep in mind is to play the target. Because even if one of the sides manages to dislodge more tanks than the enemy, if the enemy retains the points
of capture, they will win by draining the ticket office. In addition, capturing these points leads to a good reward and an increase in points, so there is something about it not only for the team, but also for the person! Maneuvering on the battlefield requires skill and familiarity on the terrain and characteristics of the tank. Bid-lining a straight path to the target can
work in open, open areas where the enemy can shoot with ease. Use the area to hide and hide under foliage, rubble, hills, buildings and so on. Knowing the mobility of the tank can allow more complex maneuvers in rough terrain like steep hills and river areas to bypass predictable road routes that may have the enemy in sight. Every encounter with the
enemy, as in most player vs player games, is a test of wit and initiative. So it all comes down to whether a penetrating projectile can be placed on their tank before they can open fire and destroy the player. Good thinking is not to treat exposure as a simple state, but rather as a conscious, active solution. Every second of exposure is a risk you should be
aware of. Try to surprise enemies by attacking on their flanks, even when snipers. When you have to move in the area that the enemy tank is aiming for, be sure to preview the angle of your armor and aim your weapons to do as much damage as you can with your first shot. This means aiming for the view of the driver of the ports and the cheeks of the
tower. The reward at the end of the match is largely determined by whether you have won or lost a match, and the outcome of the match is largely determined by those who have the points of capture. This, combined with the fact that capturing a point carries a higher reward than destroying an enemy, means that capturing points is a priority. Even having
more goals wiped out and losses can net less result than fewer goals destroyed and wins. Congratulations! You experienced your first match in War Thunder (or at least one that you have a good understanding of what's really going on). However, there's more to War Thunder than just blasting away at the enemy. After the first match Now that you know how
to fight and win battles, it's time to use this experience to promote your placement in the technical tree you As more battles fight, research points to modernize the tank and promote the technological tree. We'll relay how to make every move here. The modernization of tanks is reduced to two factors, unlocking modifications for modules and training the crew.
Modules and modifications Main article: Changes in the menu, there is an opportunity to unlock modifications for the vehicle in question. They are divided into three categories: mobility, protection and firepower. Mobility upgrades engine, transmission and suspension performance. The protection modernizes the survivability potential with repairs, fire
extinguishers and crew replacement. Firepower upgrades the tower's performance, accuracy and opens up new munitions to be used. They are researched and unlocked one by one, and as the criteria are met, the next level of modifications can be unlocked to further enhance the vehicle. In any vehicle, it is recommended to always focus on unlocking these
two modifications that occur with both in the protection column. Parts - This is due to the fact that otherwise it was not possible to repair critical modules on the battlefield. By default, only track damage can be repaired anywhere on the battlefield and repairs can be done at captured points. However, repairing critical modules such as the cannon, tower,
transmission and engine would not have been possible away from the captured point without the modification of spare parts. FPE - Firefighting equipment is very important to combat survival as it is the most viable way to extinguish fire vehicles (outside of driving and diving into a body of water. Without this, a simple fire will slowly chip away at the health
module (and expose the tank to those in the immediate vicinity to find) and eventually lead to fuel fuel or ammunition that will knock the tank out of the game. Vehicle on whether mobility or firepower is more important for research. Crew Skills Home article: Crew Skills Possibly one of the least looked at part of the tank upgrade, crew skills can play a big role
in the firepower and mobility of the tank. Unlike modifications, crew training is specific to the crew slot in the composition and can be transferred to any tank that uses the crew (except the status of Expert and Ace). Information about the crew can be found in the left menu with the left button Vehicle Information and above the Favorite Achievements button).
From here, Crew Training will guide the player to the screen, which will show the following tabs: Crew training page, where updates in the rebooted loader skill shows a noticeable advantage. Driver Gunner Tank Commander Tank Loader Radio Operator Gunner Logistics Service qualify Each of them has its own Skills to help boost the tank in their roles, from
driving capabilities, gun styling, and communication. Upgrading each feature in the crew tab with earned earnings XP points will add 0.5 points to the overall crew level. Each skill that can be upgraded is detailed on the crew skills page. Once a certain level of crew is reached with the crew upgrade, they can enter the qualifier to become upgraded to one
particular tank. The first stage will be an expert who adds 3 points to each crew skill at the cost of several Silver Lions. The impact can be quite noticeable once put in a match. Once the Expert qualification gets, the next step is maxed out by the Expert Crew Ace status, which raises the reward to an additional 5 points for each crew skill. However, earning
this status is much more difficult and requires either the Golden Eagles or a huge amount of experience to achieve. When choosing your preferred tree of technology, you will be gradually unlocking, researching and buying vehicles down the column to move on to the next type of vehicle. Progression is limited to two factors in the technical tree, the criteria for
unlocking the vehicle according to the rank and connection of the branch of the vehicle. Each rank past the first has a criterion for the number of vehicles that must be explored and purchased before the next rank of vehicle can be investigated. The vehicles are then connected by using arrow branching from one vehicle to the next. These arrows indicate that
the previous vehicle must be explored before the next vehicle can be investigated and purchased before the next vehicle can be purchased. Vehicles restricted from the study are marked by being under a dark red lining, with signs that the vehicle is blocked. Matchmaker's Matchmaker, Battle Ratings While the ranks are important for progression, they are not
a deciding factor on what types of battles you enter. Matchmaking in the game is based solely on combat ratings, which are indicated by numerical value in the bottom right corner of the vehicle box (or on top of the stat card). The rank of the vehicle does not play part in this matchmaking process, and therefore the grade II vehicle can be evenly comparable
to the grade III vehicle if both have the same combat rating. Matchmaking in tank battles is sorted by the highest combat rating in the composition, and then fights with enemies within the combat rating range ± 1.0. For example, a player enters a fight with a maximum combat rating of 2.3, resulting in a player joining the match potentially from 1.3 to 3.3 in
combat ratings. This is additionally divided into groups divided by a value of 1.0, so the matches will consist of vehicles in 1.3-2.3, 1.7-2.7, 2.0-3.0 and 2.3-3.3 vehicles. This develops in terms and downtier, as invented by the community, where the uptier will be placing a 2.3 line-up in 2.3-3.3 matches, while down will be in 1.3-2.3 matches. Always consult
tank map stats when creating a line. Also remember that each car has a different combat rating and map stats in different modes of play. Change map stats Looking on, just click on the view mode option in the bottom right corner of the research tree. Extended considerations Aside from turning that diamond-shaped symbol to the capture point in blue and
destroying enemy tanks, there are more intricate details to cover when detailing how to play the game more deeply than shoot and scoot. Use the vehicle Here we detail the typical use of each type of vehicle in combat. It should be noted that when choosing a vehicle to boot into battle, not every tank in the game is optimal for each situation. For example, it
would probably be unwise to take Churchill's slow infantry tank to a vast, open and maneuverable map of Kursk, or choose a heavy tank at a higher speed, where enemy tanks will have the firepower that makes armor controversial. These situations are the reason why a varied line is usually good as you can't predict which card or match you will get, so the
tank line should be suitable for most/all cards. Also, later in the game, the second, third, and continuation of the vehicles you choose can affect the game. If your team needs to quickly grab point A to avoid loss, you want a fast moving car to get there quickly to stop the ticket bleed. Without further ado, here is a general doctrine on how each type of tank
should perform on the battlefield. Light tanks Light tanks are lightly armored and small, but very mobile and armed with an adequate cannon. In rank I and reserves, light tanks make up the majority of tanks involved in the playing field. Make good use of your mobility and small size to go from cover to cover, peeping out from time to time to shoot at the enemy.
Do not shoot from the same place more than twice, as it will allow the enemy to aim at your position. Look out on the other side of the lid or change position for a better chance of survival. You can also use your mobility to get to enemy sides, thereby giving you a good shot on the vulnerable weak side of the tanks. In later rows, most countries are gradually
out of light tanks because of their inadequacy against large tanks, but the American and Soviet trees still retain them until the end of the ranks. These late rank light tanks pay more attention to firepower to inflict more harm on light weight, so more confidence can be had the fight ranks they exist in. Medium Tanks Medium Tanks are the jack-of-all-trade tank
in the game. Armed with adequate armor, mobility and firepower, they can fit into several roles on the battlefield. Their greatest professional is also their greatest weakness, being just as in everything, and to be just as bad in everything. They are not armored enough to hold positions, fast enough to flank the enemy, or armed enough to pull out any tank they
see. Flexibility is the key of medium tanks, giving you leeway in what you are Do to dominate the battlefield. By the 4th rank the firepower and armor of medium tanks begin to weaken in the presence of stronger heavy tanks such as IS-2 and Tiger II. At the moment, start playing medium tanks akin to light tanks, hiding and popping up from time to time to
shoot before repositioning or getting on the enemy's flanks. Heavy tanks Heavy tanks are a breakthrough vehicle game and in terms of MMORPG, will tank the team. Their heavy armor allows them to absorb enemy fire, their size makes them a bullet magnet to take fire designed for your weak teammates, and more often than not you have a very powerful
gun capable of destroying opposing forces. While you may ominously crawl towards the enemy with the face of intimidation, you are not invulnerable. Going to the enemy increases the risk that their gun will be able to penetrate certain weaknesses on your frontal armor or even get a tank on your side and penetrate weak side armor. Use heavy tanks
sparingly, retreat at a certain distance from the enemy's strong point and blast at the stranglers, with the distance of empowerment of your armor as enemy shells may not have enough energy to penetrate your armor after traveling the distance. Don't forget to tilt the armor, fishing the enclosure so that the enemy will never get a direct shot at the armor. Tank
destroyers Tank destroyers are a specialized type of vehicle designed for... Well, destroy the tanks. However, the different aspects of design on these tanks lead to different doctrines within the same class. The armored hull design these tank destroyers, with examples such as Jagdpanzer IV, Su-85 and Semoventes, feature a fully enclosed combat
compartment with a cannon mounted in front on a flexible mountain. These tank destroyers tend to rely on low-lying to create undetected ambush positions against incoming enemies, and often carry weapons equivalent to tanks in rank. Iichtui low silhouette, hiding in the distance or in the foliage, so that enemies can not detect it. Take a position near
choking points to direct the enemy and open fire at suitable moments in weak spots or when they expose their sides. Another school of thought in casemate structures is more widely profiled but more heavily armored designs such as Jagdtiger, Turtle, and T95 in a role that can be seen as assault tank destroyers. While they can still rely on ambush
techniques to get punches to the enemy, their slower speed and higher profile can make hiding at advantageous positions difficult, often forcing them to take on a role similar to heavy tanks to absorb fire from the front, using their guns to destroy enemies ahead of trying to penetrate thick armor. Glass Cannon casemate structures These tank destroyers, with
examples like Marder III, XI-30, and Ho-Ni I, differ very little, any, armor on design. For this punishment in armor, mobility mobility or can't be extended as well. However, the firepower on these tank destroyers often has the equivalent of the next rank league, such as the Rank III Nashorn, equipped with an 88mm cannon that does not begin to appear on
tanks until the next rank up. So while these tank destroyers are lightly armored, probably slow, and most likely high-profile construction, they provide firepower almost unprecedented in matches they can fight in. They don't have to go on the offensive and rely on profitable, defensive terrain that will be located where minimal return fire can be expected, and
ambush the enemy as they appear in gun sights. Turreted mainly for United States and British designs, these tower designs tend to be higher profile and lighter armored than casemate counterparts, but have greater tactical flexibility and mobility. The embodiment of this type of tank destroyer lies in the American M18 Hellcat, which provides a very high



speed with a reliable gun to destroy most tanks upon penetration; still has thin armor paper that even explosive projectiles can cripple it. These tank destroyers rely on moving into areas in a very short period of time to create flank ambushes against the incoming enemy. An added benefit is that these tank destroyers, with a tank characteristic of the tower,
can use a depression cannon to hull down positions and a turmeric tower to extend the horizontal range of orientation. Self-propelled anti-aircraft systems are specialized vehicles not designed to destroy ground vehicles, instead designed to attack enemy aircraft. Equipped with fast firing automatic machine guns or machine guns, you have to lead the enemy
plane straight into the field of fire to knock them out of the sky. Most SPAAs don't have the same armor as the tank, so the SPAA must stay behind the attacking force to stay safe from enemy fire and at the same time blow up any plane trying to squeff your allies. Some SPAAs are capable of defending themselves against ground targets such as the German
Ostwind, the British Falcon and the Soviet SSU-57-2, but these are the last weapons to ditch. Planes in tank battles, whether unlocked through the current system in Arcade Battles or owned by the player in realistic battles, can help give the team an advantage with additional air power in the role of a combined weapon. They are also divided into accent roles
in tank battles. Fighters should be primarily focused on protecting airspace from enemy aircraft that come to intercept friendly aircraft or attack ground units. The best strategy is to destroy enemy planes to get greater altitude than they are, then dive and shoot down If no enemy aircraft are present, strafing enemy ground units to chase them is also suited to
fighter duty, but the most important role you can be is to act as an aerial reconnaissance for your team, relaying where each enemy is on the map. Staying at high altitude or accepting acceptance maneuvers will be needed if the enemy SPAA is present on the ground. In addition, fighter jets can be armed with bombs and missiles as a fighter-bomber to
attack ground units. Please note that this sacrifices the aircraft's ability to fight other aircraft as long as these weapons are on the aircraft, and the performance of the aircraft in this role varies as they are not intended to attack ground units. Attackers and dive bombers should focus on attacking individual ground units and eliminating them with either cannon
weapons on the aircraft or existing bombs and missiles. Attackers come at low altitude with their relatively armored air frame to get better accuracy on target. Because of their low altitude attack, equipped bombs must be set to delay to avoid the explosion of bombs and shrapnel on the ground from impacting the aircraft. Dive bombers rely on coming from a
great height to the ground to directly deliver the bomb to the target. Air brakes are available on most of these aircraft to help slow down the dive to facilitate the adjustment of the target, as well as be easier to pull up from the dive. Bombers are more preferable to carpet-bombing the area to eliminate the enemy. They must be stored at high altitude to avoid
anti-aircraft fire as most bombers are not maneuverable due to their size from evading enemy fire. Gameplay Outside of Writing Guide here, there are several YouTube tutorials provided by War Thunder to further enhance your experience as credited here: Aside from these videos, here are some details to consider when playing a match. Shoot-and-scoot
Probably one of the most basic details to know in tank combat, he changes positions in detail after participating in a firefight. This can be done as simply as retreating back into cover after firing a gun to recharge safely, or carefully how to reposition the fire site before exposing the tank again. This is because after the opening of the battle, the enemy
downrange will focus on finding the origin of the attack to eliminate the threat. Thus, repositioning by moving from the line of sight and then changing the location of the shooting will buy time from the enemy without understanding where the shot came from. That being said, even if they determine where the first shot originated, the repositioning will ensure that
their gun sights are not aligned on the last appeared area, buying extra time as the enemy will then need to adjust the sights to a new location. This is especially important if the artillery goes into place; As the impact of this attack damages the health of any person, moving to another shooting location will make incoming rain explosions miss your car. Point
protection Capture points serve as giant magnets for allies and enemies, and protecting these points from enemies can be routine. The preferred tank specification for this job is one with lots of armor and a very powerful gun though The tank can do the job given the right skill sets. There are two ways to protect the capture point: stay at the capture point and
fight any incoming invaders. Spread yourself out at a distance from the capture point, so you can see any enemy that is trying to reach the point and then pick them up when they are either on the way or at the capture point. Both have their pros and cons. Staying at the capture point ensures that you will be there to prevent the zone from being captured, but
you run the risk of being swarmed by the enemy or taken off at a distance by the tank hitting one of your critical weak points. Positioning yourself from a capture point in view around the zone, so you can give fire support to any teammates who are in the zone, but if the enemy manages to get to the zone and none of your teammates are in the zone, the zone
will be captured by the enemy easily, or neutralized if you are able to knock out the enemy in the zone before they can capture it. Either way, it may require you to move away from your position to get back the point. Protecting the capture point requires a good knowledge of the strengths of your tank and the environment to find good areas of view and
coverage. Flanking is one of the main tactics that should be recognized by all. Flanking this movement of units to bypass the enemy in their hand and then hit them. In tank warfare, flanking is absolutely necessary to gain an advantage over the enemy. If it is coordinated, it will force the enemy to fire in two different directions: at the front, where there will be
the main force, and on the sides where the flank force is. This will reduce their firepower to two targets, while the flank forces and core forces can still concentrate their firepower on only one enemy force. With the addition of a decrease in the enemy's attention to one goal, the flank forces also had the advantage of being able to get to one of the main
weaknesses of the tank, their lateral armor. This will allow the flankers not only to take advantage of the enemy, but also to give them a deadly advantage over their forces. Flanking requires tanks that are very mobile due to the fast nature of the tactics, but there is a gun that can reliably defeat the enemy. Armor should not be a priority, because it will reduce
mobility, and hopefully, if the tactics are done correctly, the main force should receive the brunt of the enemy's firepower, not the flank forces. Thus, the best tanks for this job is a light or medium tank. Snipers are like real-life snipers, this tactic requires skill and patience. The ability to accurately change and hit very far targets, patience to wait for the enemy to
drive straight into your range. If you are able to use not only the firepower of your tank, but also the environment, the enemy will never be able to pinpoint your location and you will be able to them one by one. Tank destroyers do this job best because of their low low and high power guns compared to tanks, but suffer from a limited angle of fire (if you use
American or British tanks, in which case their silhouette is large, but allow a greater degree of fire). Brawl This is where things get aggressive. No fancy long shots or skillful maneuvers, just getting up close and personal with the enemy, front and center. This tactic requires quick reflexes and intuition, and most importantly, speculation to get the first shot at
the enemy. The first shot is the most important shot as a brawler, because at close range this tactic is when fighting, tank armor can be minor, and the first shot can prevent the enemy's attempt to shoot at all, if you are able to disable their gunner, then they can't get any shot at all. Any tank can play this tactic actually, its only two factors that are most
important now, how many tanks your team has and penetration value on the gun. Thus, a light tank can play this role if it has a very powerful gun and is not an out-numbered enemy. Strike at the enemy's ability to shoot back, destroying every enemy tank, or their gunner, if you don't believe one knockout shot is possible. Crush them, swarm them, but don't
give the enemy an edge, because in the fight, everyone is exploited. Game modes If you want more excitement in your game, there are other modes to try with their own perks! Simulator Battles also correspond to Realistic Battle features, unless otherwise stated. Ground Force - Features Game Mode Arcade (AB) Realistic (RB) Simulator (SB) Target and
penetration indicator available Rangefinder always included 3D markers indicate enemy and friendly vehicles and the range of Scoreboard shows the composition of the vehicle both commands the power of the engine amplifies No player-owned aircraft - Only selected spawning match available limited to three spawning No purpose or penetration indicator
available Rangefinder only on selected tanks Power engine corresponds to the real-life specifications Player aircraft can be brought in and used by Spawn using Respawn Points earned by promoting action in match Friendly fire is only on the first person view of the position of the commander of the Gun view moves to the actual position of the optics of
vehicles limited by the permitted vehicle in the simulator events 3D markers are currently not able to fix on the target due to the lack of markers of the vehicle selection system limited to one vehicle. One or two caviar depending on the type of vehicle as mentioned earlier, arcade Battle mode is a recommended starter mode because it forgives beginners with
assists in firepower (target and penetration indicators) and mobility (increased engine power) to help with the mechanics of the game. Once comfortable with the game, realistic and simulator battles can be to further immerse yourself in the battle of Thunder War. Realistic and simulator battles, thanks to their more complex style of play, also offer extended
rewards after the fight. Other tips for beginners There are many things to learn about the Thunder War, so all the other tips are posted here! Here are some tips we can give you if you're still new to War Thunder Ground Battles and want some tips, or for ideas on how to deal with certain vehicles. The M4 Shermans are tough American medium tanks that need
to be cracked, but there are certain weaknesses in the hull, such as the transmission zone, and the side armor is very thin, large and flat for easy penetration. Tank III and IV are the main German medium tanks in the early ranks, here are some tips... They are pretty easily taken out if you hit their front plate as close to the perpendicular angle as possible, but
the front of the glaciation in front of the front plate is basically invulnerable, so the target is a little higher when aiming at the front plate to avoid a round ricochet from the glaciation. Shooting tanks in an empty space in the middle of the suspension is likely to cook off an ammunition rack or fuel container under the tank, ensuring they are knocked out. The T-
34s are an early scourge in Rank II with their extremely sloping front armor. Until you get a powerful gun able to sneak into the front armor like a panzer IV F2, here are some tips... The target is for the sides of the tower, areas that look like a cheek on the face. These are weak spots and are much weaker than the frontal body. Shoot to the right side, because
there sits a gunner. The T-34 can't shoot. Once this is done, the target is left to dislodge the loader, so if it is able to shoot, the next shot will take longer to follow up. Finish either in anticipation of a replacement gunner to come and take it as well or flank the T-34 during this opportunity and fire at his weak side armor in the driver's compartment in front. Aim for
the enclosure armor on the hill when it is below you. This way you can minimize the sloping efficiency of the tank, since the armor facing you is less sloping if you see it at an angle of about 90 degrees. The hull armor is only 45 mm thick, and without a sloping advantage is easy to penetrate. The T-34 ambush on the sides is less sloping than the front armor.
If possible, you can also aim for a small clearing above the track, but below the sloping side armor to hit the not sloping 45mm side plate behind the track. Mastering different camera points of view is vital for tank battles: the kind of gunner, called sniper mode in control, must make accurate shots at distant targets or hit weak spots. The view of the
commander, called binoculars in the control variant, must look at the hills and obstacles. Driver's view, once useful below the obstacles. The view of the tower, which is an enlarged external (third-person) view (right click by default), is for a fight near the block (especially on city maps). Use binoculars, it's free. This in-game hint points to the main element of
ground troops: spotting enemies before they notice you. Being able to ambush enemies to land the first blow is the best way to win a tank battle. Linking the Binoculars command to the control option (Tank Control) will allow you to observe the landscape with a significant zoom, while keeping the body behind the lid and the tower aimed at its current direction.
When viewing binoculars, the gunner may be ordered to aim wherever you are looking, on the left click. This feature can be used for accurate long-range shots when the gunner's view (sniper mode) is obstructed by bushes, or has a smaller magnity (zoom) than binoculars. Most importantly, the position is the view of binoculars from the commander's point of
view, which is almost always higher than the view of the arrow (Sniper mode in control variant), allowing you to scan and detect above obstacles and hills without exposing more than the dome. Tank Command Control: Short stop (without default key), when pressed and compressed, stabilizes and gradually slows the tank to a halt. Absolute life saving when
driving at high speed and a sudden collision with the enemy: continuing with all-wheel drive will make aiming too difficult, while braking will leave you unable to aim until the tank is properly stopped. A short stop is the best way to survive an unexpected duel. The towing hook (default keybind: 0) actually works very well if you respect these two rules: the
anchoring point: if you want to roll the tank back onto its tracks, attach the hook at the top (aiming with the mouse and pressing the hook), and then drive perpendicular to its tracks. The goal is to pull the top of the tank rather than drag the bottom on the ground. Moment: If you want to flip a big tank, or a tank that has both of its tracks in the air, you need
momentum. Take some speed from a short distance, make sure to narrowly drive past the tank (don't drive into it!), and just as you sneak past it: look after you, and HOOK the tank at the same time speeding away at full speed! Attach the hook to the top or farthest point from you if possible to really pull it back around. Your tank will suddenly be attached to
its target and the momentum will brutally pull it back up. With practice, virtually all light and medium tanks and many heavy tanks can be put back on their tracks on the first attempt. Don't leave the battle if you can still respawn. Not only will you throw your command, you will also get a Crew Lock that prevents you from using which vehicles get blocked. Lock.
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